Expectation-based probabilistic predicate transformers 15] provide a logic for probabilistic sequential programs, giving access to expressions such as`the probability that predicate A is achieved nally'. Using expectations more generally however, we can express -calculus formulae for the expected path-length of a computation tree. Moreover within an expectation-based -calculus such e ciency measures and more conventional (but probabilistic) temporal operators 14] can be related.
Introduction
Traditional treatments of program correctness do not in general extend to the analysis of e ciency: this is true both for standard and for randomised programs. In the latter case any analysis is especially challenging due to the interaction of probabilistic and nondeterministic choice, a situation commonly arising in distributed systems where the nondeterminism represents a scheduler's action and often the role of probability is to break symmetry (e.g. 19] ). The theme of this paper is to show how the expectation transformer model of probabilistic sequential and demonic programs, introduced as a framework for proving correctness 6, 15] , naturally extends to the calculation of time e ciency. Lynch et al. 10] and de Alfaro 2] study correctness and e ciency within a framework of probabilistic automata. Both de ne the expected time to achieve a particular goal by reference to the probability distribution over the paths taken to reach it. Lynch is interested in proof techniques, and she presents a method for composing transitions labelled by both a time and a probability. On the other hand de Alfaro is concerned with model checking, and he de nes a threshold operator for expected times similar to the probabilistic thresholds of pCTL 5] . The use of a threshold operator provides a means to express statements such as`the expected time to reach the goal is at most t'.
The method we present here takes a dual approach to program semantics: rather than considering directly the probability distribution underlying computation paths, we regard the e ect of a program on a`random variable' as the prime observational characteristic. We call the random variables`expectations', and with this view a program transforms expectations in the same way that a non-probabilistic program can be identi ed with a predicate transformer 3], the latter transforming predicates from post-to pre-conditions. Thus, as a transformer, standard assignments for example induce substitution of variables in expressions over random variables, and probabilistic choice transforms by averaging.
In this kind of program semantics, expected times are expressed naturally as formulae in a -calculus extended over a domain of real-valued functions (rather than over predicates). Sharir et al. 20 ] have a similar approach to program analysis also using least xed points over real-valued functions, though their computational model is probabilistic only, not treating (demonic) nondeterminism.
Our novel interpretation of a quantitative -calculus over a model for probabilistic programs has been used independently by Huth and Kwiatkowska 11] . They concentrate on the model checking aspects rather than the calculational possibilities which we exploit in this paper.
In Sec. 2 we describe our computational model, dwelling only brie y on a corresponding operational model, similar to Bianco and de Alfaro's 1], since our emphasis is on programs as expectation transformers. In Sec. 3 we introduce -calculus formulae and some properties for two measures of e ciency in particular: as examples we treat the expected time to reach a set of states and the expected number of visits made to a set of states. Our main concern however is calculation, and in Sec. 4 we show how those measures of e ciency are related to temporal logic operators. The prominence of that relation rests on the fact that e ciency depends on (the lengths of) the computation paths, and that temporal logic is a formalism designed particularly for reasoning about paths in a computation tree. Finally in Sec. 5 we apply our results to calculate the e ciency of a simple probabilistic algorithm abstracted from Rabin's randomised solution to the choice-coordination problem 19].
Expectation transformers
We use a version of a computational model 6, 15] which combines both probabilistic choice and nondeterministic choice. The two choices are fundamentally di erent | behaviourally we argue that nothing is known about the control of the nondeterminism, whereas the distribution underlying the probabilistic choice can be observed after many repeated trials. Mathematically the di erence is very apparent: probability is modelled by probability distributions | weights are assigned to each possible outcome | whereas nondeterminism is represented simply by a set of nal states. For our computational model we assume a nite state space S, and we de ne DS, the discrete probability distributions over S, to be the subset of functions from S to the non-negative reals R (sub-)normalised to 1:
where we write`:=' for`is de ned to be' and f:x for function f applied to argument x.
Traditional models of nondeterministic programs (without probability 3]) de ne programs as functions from (initial) state to set of ( nal) states, and as discussed above the multiplicity of the set represents nondeterminism. On the other hand Kozen 8 ] models deterministic probabilistic programs as functions from (initial) state to a distribution over ( nal) states. Putting the two together thus, we de ne the space of nondeterministic, probabilistic programs to be the set of functions from (initial) state to sets of distributions over nal states. 1 As for standard nondeterministic models it is the multiplicity of the 1 We need to impose certain constraints on the result sets so that for example we can de ne recursion set that captures the lack of knowledge in how a choice is made, whilst the probability distribution represents a known measure of probability that is environment independent.
The aim of this paper is to calculate time e ciency using a`probabilistic program logic' derived from a space of monotonic`expectation transformers'. Rather than using characterise the wp-behaviours of implementable probabilistic/nondeterministic programs. Note that Kozen's (only deterministic) logic necessarily satis es all the properties of Fig. 1 , and because it has no nondeterminism, suplinearity can be strengthened to linearity | an equality rather than the weaker inequality given here. Indeed the linearity property of Kozen's logic follows from the linearity of expectation operators in elementary probability, and thus provides the hallmark of determinism. Moreover we regard the plurality of a nondeterministic program's result set as a`generalised distribution' with a correspondingly generalised expectation operator and as such only satisfying the weaker suplinearity property in Fig. 1 . We now give an interpretation of the language of guarded commands, augmented with probabilistic choice, as healthy expectation transformers. For ordinary program operators the similarity to ordinary predicate transformers is marked, except that the interpretation of nondeterministic choice ( ]) is to maximise rather than to minimise whilst the new operator, probabilistic choice ( q ), q?averages the results of its operands. As mentioned earlier we can, for example, discover the probability that a program will achieve a post-condition by calculating the pre-expectation applied to a standard post-expectation (corresponding to the post-condition). But a post-expectation can be any real-valued function, and in particular if its value at a ( nal) state encodes the length of the`computation path' extending from an initial state s, then with our above interpretation we nd the average over all possible path lengths | the expected path-length | as our pre-expectation at s.
To x the idea of`computation path' we shall use the name step to denote an atomic program generating a computation tree in which transitions correspond to a single invocation of the program. We are interested in calculating the number of those transitions in a computation tree that corresponds either to a speci c (terminating) process (as in the next example) or more generally to an eternal looping process. In the latter case we concentrate on segments of the whole tree, and we will in Sec. 3 calculate the expected number of transitions (step's) required to achieve satisfaction of a (state) predicate.
Consider for now a step de ned simply as step : = n := n + 1 ; We interpret ] as a nondeterministic and q as a probabilistic branching, the latter selecting the left branch with probability q and the right with probability 1?q. The program Tree rst nondeterministically chooses either to terminate after a single invocation of step, or to terminate after respectively two (probability q) or three (probability 1?q) invocations. The expected number of invocations of step in Tree, or equivalently the expected length of the computation paths in Fig. 2 , is given by wp:Tree:n where for convenience we write just n for the random variable taking a state s to the value of n it holds.
We note rst that the expectation-transformer semantics of step itself is given by wp:step:(f:n) f:(n + 1) ; (2) where f:n is an expectation over the whole state (and we have chosen to make explicit its dependence on n).
Continuing now from (1) and noting that (as usual) the wp semantics of sequential composition is composition of transformers, we calculate as follows: wp:Tree:n wp:step:n t ] maximises arguments wp:(step; (step q (step; step))):n (n + 1) t (2) wp:(step; (step q (step; step))):n (n + 1) t sequential compostition wp:step:(wp:(step q (step; step))):n (n + 1) t?averages arguments wp:step:(q wp:step:n + (1?q) wp:(step; step):n) (n + 1) t sequential composition; (2) wp:step:(q (n + 1) + (1?q) (n + 2)) (n + 1) t (q (n + 2) + (1?q) (n + 3)) (2) q (n + 2) + (1?q) (n + 3) : arithmetic Hence, evaluating the pre-expectation for n = 0 initially, we see that the greatest expected path length is 3?q.
In the following sections we generalise the ideas of this simple example, using the wp program logic to express general formulae for calculating the time complexity of arbitrary looping programs.
Counting steps
We continue our study of e ciency by considering in general the expected time it takes to achieve some standard predicate G by iterating an (atomic) program step. Rather than assuming that step already contains an explicit counting variable as we did for (1), for motivation we proceed instead by introducing a fresh variable n whose role is simply to count the number of iterations required to terminate the following loop (compare Hehner's approach 7]):
Loop : = do G ! step; n := n + 1 od ; (3) where G: = 1 ? G. The nal output of Loop is a set of distributions over the new state space S N, and if n is initially 0 then its nal value records the number of iterations (or the length of the computation tree) until termination. We want to know the expected value of n nally and as for (1) we must average over all nal distributions of Loop. As before that average value is wp:Loop:n; taking (3) as our starting point, we seek to eliminate n under the assumption that it is initially 0. For brevity, dropping the pre x`wp' and thus equating the language with its wp semantics we deduce that Loop:n is a xed point of the transformer ( X G n + G step; (n := n + 1):X) : For the deferred justi cation we argue that since neither G nor step depend on n, we must have the equality n := n + 1; Loop Loop; n := n + 1 :
Calculating the weakest pre-expectation with respect to the right hand side and applying the assignment to n yields Loop:(n + 1) as required. Now initialising n to zero, and noting that step does not change n, we see that the expected number of steps E (equal to Loop:n when n = 0), satis es E G step:(E + 1) ; an equation that does not refer to n explicitly; hence we are encouraged to de ne the number of steps to achieve G as the least xed point of a function that accumulates.
De nition 3.1 For a system de ned by step and standard expectation G, the worst (largest) expected time to reach G is de ned G : = ( X G step:(1 + X)) ;
where the least xed point is taken over the domain of non-negative valued expectations.
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Def. 3.1 is unde ned 4 on those states for which termination of (3) is not guaranteed: along computation paths for which G is never attained, the time to reach G is deemed in nite.
Our second basic quantity is a measure of the number of times a set of states is visited on repeated invocations of step. This time we de ne a transformer that applies to general expectations, though it specialises to the number of visits when applied to standard ones.
De nition 3.2 For a system de ned by step and for A in PS, the expected number of visits to A is de ned #A : = ( X A + step:X) : 2
Def. 3.2 is simpler than Def. 3.1, and being de ned for general rather than just standard expectations it satis es more properties. In particular, as the next lemma shows, the fact that # satis es suplinearity implies that it is a generalised expectation operator | though unlike step, which averages over generalised distributions of the nal state delivered by a single invocation, the generalised distributions associated with # are over the paths in the (in nite) computation tree. Strictly speaking we are using the completion of PS, allowing expectations to take`in nite' values 16], though we will persist in referring to such values as unde ned over the original de nition for PS. 5 The least xed point property is that if f is a monotone function on a domain (D; ) and if f:x x then also f x, where f denotes the least xed point of f.
Hence we deduce that #(A + B) V #A + #B.
Note that suplinearity of # holds even if step is not deterministic. with equality if G is an invariant of step. 2 Lem. 3.4 states that the number of steps it takes to reach G is always at most the number of visits to G | each time G remains true after invoking step both the number of visits to G (so far) and the time taken (so far) to reach G are increased. (If in addition escape from G is impossible, once it is achieved, then a re-visit to G is also impossible at which point both the functions in Def. 3.2 and Def. 3.1 stop accumulating | in that case it can be shown that #G G.)
In this section we have introduced expectation transformers that count the average number of executions of step. In the next section we further investigate the transformers'
properties within the broader context of the modal ?calculus for probabilistic temporal logic generally. 4 Temporal logic and e ciency within a modal -calculus Elsewhere 14, 17] we have already generalised the traditional temporal operators`eventually' (3) and`always' (2) to our present context, using predicate transformer-style characterisations 9] and thus giving access to expressions such as`the probability that A is established eventually'. We now t our new operators and # into place among the others | all are speci c -or -idioms and as such can be readily related.
We begin by recalling the xed point formulation for`eventually' in the probabilistic context 17, p.14].
De nition 4.1 For expectation A in PS and computation de ned by step, we de ne eventually A 3A : = ( X A t step:X) : 2 Def. 4.1 de nes a healthy expectation transformer, moreover it can be shown 17] that 3G (for standard G) evaluated at a state s is the (maximum) proportion of paths rooted at s for which G holds at least once. With that interpretation we can see informally how 3 and # might be related: if it is impossible to reach A from a state s, no matter how many times step executes or how the nondeterminism is resolved, then the expected number of visits made to A starting at s should also be zero. But in fact we nd an even tighter relationship between # and 3, namely that 3(G #G) #G ;
as set out below in Lem. 4.2 (d), which we explain (informally) as follows.
It has been shown that each temporal formula can be interpreted operationally as a program 17], and in addition when the operators are nested in an expression, that the formula corresponds to a sequential composition of programs, one for each operator in the expression. It turns out that # and have similar operational interpretations and thus an expression 3(G #G) can be be interpreted as a program that rst of all (since 3 is the left-most operator) seeks to satisfy G, and once it does, the continuing behaviour is to calculate the subsequent expected return visits (from there). The equivalence above states that such a program is the same as one which simply calculates the expected number of visits to G directly.
To see how this works, consider for the moment for the state space N over which step is de ned step : = n := n ? 1 ; and let G be the predicate 1 n 10 | write 1 n 10] for the standard expectation that is 1 when that predicate holds and is 0 otherwise 12]. With this simple example, we can see immediately that #G 0 t n u 10 ;
for if n 0 initially then G will never be reached; conversely if n 1 intially, then G will certainly be reached, continuing to be satis ed until n decreases to zero | taking at most 10 steps to do so | after which G will never be satis ed again. An equally easy observation is that for any expectation A over this step, 3A (tk n A:k) ; (6) because 3A evaluated at a state returns the maximum value of A that repeated invocations of step can reach. Continuing now we have #G 0 t n u 10 (5) (tk n ( 1 n 10] (0 t n u 10)):k) 3(G #G) : (6) ; (5) The next lemma sets out some other existing relationships between the operators # and .
Lemma 4.2 For standard expectation G, and state s in S, the following hold:
(a) if G is reachable with certainty from everywhere (3G 1) then #G, the expected number of visits to G, is everywhere in nite; (b) it is impossible to reach G from s (3G:s = 0) if and only if the expected number of visits #G:s is also zero; (c) if 3G:s, the maximum probability of reaching G from s, is strictly less than 1 then G:s, the expected time to get there from s, is in nite; (d) the expected number of visits to G is determined by the probability of ever reaching G and the number of return visits to G, once there (G #G): 3(G #G) #G ;
which is equivalent to the easier (e) 3(#G) #G : 2
Note that the implication in (c) can be strengthened to an equivalence if step is deterministic, though it does rely on S being nite: for it is well known that in the symmetric random walk on the integers each state will be visited eventually with probability 1, but still the expected time to get there is in nite.
We end this section by investigating #G in the case that G identi es a particular state fsg. In that case the number of visits to G can be calculated directly from the probability of eventual return. 
Rabin's choice coordination
We now apply the results of the previous section to analyse a probabilistic algorithm. Choice coordination is a typical problem of distributed networks and may be stated as follows: a set of users (or processors) must come to a unanimous agreement (between several options) given that their only means of communication is via a global variable. The problem is made di cult by the users being unnamed and identical. Rabin 19] uses probability to break the symmetry in the system, and his algorithm terminates with probability 1. We have used the expectation-based probabilistic temporal logic to verify that fact 13], and in this section we analyse the expected time for it to happen.
The probabilistic structure underlying Rabin's solution is very simple, and in Fig. 3 we present the algorithm in a form abstracted to the level of that structure only. We examine the case when the choice is between two options. More detail relating Fig. 3 with Rabin's algorithm is given elsewhere 13].
There are three notable states decide, wait and collect, and the algorithm cycles around them, terminating 6 (for us) in collect. In decide one of the users makes a choice the outcome of which either terminates the algorithm (probability 1=2) or returns it to wait (probability 1=2). In wait an internal step must be taken to get back to decide from where one of the users is forced to choose probabilistically to terminate or to return to decide.
Denoting by step a single invocation of the system in Fig. 3 Lem. 4.3 where in the last step we have de ned p and q as p: = step:(3fdecideg):decide and q: = step:(3fwaitg):wait :
Of course in principle we would prefer to restrict`by inspection' only to the determination of the immediate next-time properties as set out in Fig. 3 | for that can be regarded as 6 The notion of`termination' is applied loosely here | it is modelled as`skipping forever'. merely transliteration. From there we could, using the methods of 14] prove rigorously the equalities in (7) below. In this case, that would distract from the main argument and we proceed directly (and informally) to calculate those eventualities. By inspecting Fig. 3 we see that reaching decide is impossible from collect and certain from wait, thus 3fdecideg evaluates to 0 at collect and to 1 elsewhere. As for 3fwaitg, to reach wait from decide is determined in a single step | the probabilistic choice resolves either to terminate in collect with the result that wait is never satis ed (probability 1=2), or alternatively it resolves to satisfy wait immediately (also probability 1=2). Thus it follows that 1=2 of all paths rooted from decide will satisfy wait eventually, which explains the 1=2 multiplier in (7): we have shown that 3fdecideg fdecideg + fwaitg ; 3fwaitg fdecideg=2 + fwaitg :
Now continuing, we calculate p and q by working directly from Fig. 3 2(fdecideg + fwaitg) + 2(fdecideg=2 + fwaitg) (7) 3fdecideg + 4fwaitg :
Thus on average it takes 3 invocations of the step in Fig. 3 starting from decide, and (since an extra transition must be made to decide) 4 steps from wait.
Conclusion
In this paper we have made two contributions: the rst is to show how using a model of computation based on expectation transformers we are able to obtain expressions for measuring time e ciency of programs within an extended -calculus. Secondly we have shown how time e ciency relates to (a still novel form of) probabilistic temporal logic. The use of temporal logic here is only a rst step. The treatment of the choice coordination problem in Sec. 5 is far too simpli ed to claim to give an accurate measure of time e ciency for the original algorithm. Being able to separate out underlying probabilistic behaviour however is a good approach to algorithm analysis, and how to relate that abstracted behaviour to the original algorithm is yet a topic for investigation. One possibility would be to assign di erent costs to the transitions in Fig. 3 , which in reality are made up of a number of atomic steps, and moreover the probabilities associated with them arè eventual' probabilities. From the original algorithm, using standard variant arguments we can deduce that each arrow in Fig. 3 must occur after at most P U atomic steps where U is the number of users and P is the number of options they must choose between (in the above example P is 2). Hence we would use an expectation, 2Ufdecideg + 2Ufwaitg, to calculate the number of atomic steps before termination, but still using This type of solution is in the spirit of Lynch's method and generalises de Alfaro's who assumes a cost of 0 or 1 for each transition.
Going one step further, a more accurate way to assign costs would be to use the temporal operators more carefully: for a standard expectation G the expression 3(G 3X) gives the proportion of paths that eventually satisfy rst G and then (perhaps sometime later) X. And now it is possible to show #G V ( X G + 3(G 3X)) ;
allowing us to analyse a simpli ed system where (as in Fig. 3 ) each transition represents an eventuality incurring a cost (in the above expression) of G. 
which reads`if all the paths from A must go through B then the time to reach C is the sum of the time to reach B from A and the time to reach C from B'. Here we are using the temporal logic formula A . B (A unless B) 17] which gives the proportion of paths that either always satisfy A or, as soon as they don't, they satisfy B: the rst statement in (8) thus states that all paths from A have that property. Such theorems also await future investigation.
